The month of May begins University of Notre Dame at the Communion rail Wednesday morning.

Evolution of the Body of Man.

Father O'Brien's answer in the Bulletin of April 10 to the objection of Mr. X of Arizona, brings from Father B, C.S.C., the following letter calling attention to the common teaching of theologians and to the decree of the Biblical Commission on the evolution of the body of man:

"I was very sorry to see Father O'Brien cite Canon Dorlodot and Father Zahm in favor of his evolutionary contentions in replying to Mr. X from Arizona. Certainly Father O'Brien ought to know that serious scholars maintain that Dorlodot has completely missed the point in attributing..."

Subsequently his book was actually withdrawn.

The Decree of the Biblical Commission of June 30, 1909, declared clearly that the peculiar creation of the first man and the formation of the first woman from the first man cannot be called into doubt.

The vast majority of modern theologians are agreed that this Decree forbids all teaching of the evolution of the human body from a pre-human ancestor.

The Blocking Halfback.

A blocking halfback has to pin down his ears, swallow his desire for personal glory and take a scientific cut at a strong and stubborn adversary. If the blocking halfback is sufficiently skillful he may move the troublesome opponent out of the way of the ball carrier.

Learning how to fight sin is a lot like learning how to become a good blocking halfback. You try hard time and time again, and fail. You have to pick yourself up and try harder next time.

Many fellows never succeed in becoming great backs because, knowing the hardships and difficulties of learning the science of blocking, they lose heart, go through the formalities of practice only half-heartedly. Many a man never becomes great morally because he can't come back after a apparent defeat. No reasons: I tried and failed. That's the use of trying again. Whereas, try, try, constant trying, is the very principle of progress in the moral and spiritual life.